hold them up and see for yourself
discover which dimension suits your home
The see-through sheets in this brochure enable you to picture each Valor Dimension fire in your home.
Simply hold up each sheet at a suitable distance from a wall to see how each model would look.
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Sales

08706 061 067

Switchboard

08706 061 064

Spares

08706 000 454

Fax

0121 373 8181

Technical advice

08706 061 065

Service

08706 090 081

CHANGING THE WAY YOU VIEW FUEL EFFECT FIRES FOREVER

Telephone carelines:

Please note that our policy is one of continual improvement and while every
effort is made to accurately reproduce information and images,
we reserve the right to change specification without prior notice.
The brochure cannot be regarded as infallible and as such does not
constitute an offer for sale of the particular fires shown within.
Please refer to the installation instructions for more detailed information.

The Valor Dimension range is redefining the market for fuel
effect fires. Using cutting edge technology, we have created a
slim and compact design with an unbelievable full depth fuel
bed; a truly unique offering within the fireplace market.
With stunning designs, the Valor Dimension range provides
convenience and warmth economically, to meet the needs of
today’s discerning consumer. This is all backed by the quality,
reliability and peace of mind one would ordinarily expect from
the leading name in home heating.
Chris Chapman, Managing Director, Valor Fires

Valor has been bringing new design ideas and technological
advances to people since 1890 and as an integral part of Baxi
Heating UK, is a clear example of a Baxi Group company
‘delivering the spark’. The Valor Dimension range is one
of the most exciting innovations yet. It really is a revolution
in fire technology.
Martyn Coffey, CEO, Baxi Heating UK
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Don’t just take our
word for it…
“To be honest I’d forego my gas flame for that, I wouldn’t get a
draught from this fire and it isn’t going to get dirty at all.”

“It’s far superior to what I’d
have expected an electric ﬁre to be.”

“Forget everything you’ve ever
known about electric ﬁres.”
“I think they’re a longstanding company and I would say they’re one of the top companies
for that sort of product and we would look at that and know it was good quality.”

“I’d have to say the fuel bed
looks better...you might ask
‘is that fire real?’”
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this range is unique
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Valor Dimension will change the way you
view fuel effect fires forever, offering you an
unrivalled degree of realism. It will give you
all the warmth, comfort and visual appeal
of a real fire and all the benefits of electric
– including the economy, simplicity of
installation and all year-round ease of use.

fitted flat against a wall. Many fire surrounds have a 3” space that
helps to make sure the fire is perfectly positioned. If your fire surround
doesn’t have this space (or if you don’t have a fire surround), we can
provide an additional 3” spacer kit (part number 0584081) to help you
to position the fire perfectly. For the Valor Dimension Innova model we
can also supply an elevated installation kit (part number 0584091) that
enables you to fit the fire off the floor, up to 240mm from the floor.

From July 2007 all electrical equipment has to comply with the Waste
Electronic and Electrical Equipment Directive (WEEE). This means that
manufactures pay for their products to be recycled, retailers collect
and dispose of replaced products or the product owners dispose of
the equipment responsibly. Look for the WEEE symbol – a crossed-out
wheelie bin – on any electrical equipment you buy. Your local council’s
recycling centre should have an area dedicated to electrical equipment.
Valor is registered under the WEEE Directive (WEE/AC0083UX).

recycling installation

Valor Dimension fires have been designed to look at their best when
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This brochure is your introduction to the unique Valor Dimension range
of fires. Stylishly designed and technologically advanced,
each fire gives you the opportunity to enjoy all the warmth and
atmosphere of a real fire effect in your home simply, cleanly and quickly.
To see the unrivalled realism of the effect for yourself,
visit your local Valor Centre now.

You can find out more, including the location of your nearest
Valor Centre on our website:

www.valordimension.co.uk
As with every product from Valor Fires, the Valor Dimension range is
backed by heateam, Baxi Heating UK’s state of the art customer service
division which provides service support for products long after they
leave the factory. Its team of experienced service personnel are on
hand 6 days a week, 363 days a year. Installers and customers alike will
also be reassured by the fact that every fire produced in Valor Fires’
Birmingham plant is tested before it leaves the factory.
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The secret of the real fire effect lies in the patented
combination of Valor Dimension’s innovative fuelbed
and ‘flames’ that appear as if they are emerging
from the heart of a real fire. The crucial elements of
a real fire have been replicated; glow, so that the
fire communicates warmth; authentic flame effect,

Until now, fuel-effect fires have been 2-dimensional.
Valor Dimension delivers all elements to fantastic
effect, but is truly unique in that it presents the third
dimension – Depth. The result is a full depth real
fuelbed, giving the impression that the fire is double
its actual depth. What’s more, Valor Dimension is
a highly practical slimline fire, allowing simple
home installation.

valor

providing colour and movement and; fuel-effect depth.

It’s a totally new way of enjoying the atmosphere and
magic that only a real fire can create – at the press
of a button.
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established architectural cues into
a familiar but simplified ‘modern
classic’ aesthetic. This allows
the design to be equally at home
in both contemporary and more
traditional homes. This quality fire
balances the highest technology
with a traditional sense of

CLASSICA PEWTER

The Classica Pewter fire distils

permanence through its solid cast
iron fascia and use of authentic
handfinishing and honest materials.
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a more traditional stance
combining elegance with
grandeur to create a de-cluttered
design with a historical signature.
It will find favour and attraction
in a range of home environments.
A high quality fire, it showcases

CLASSICA BRASS

The Classica Brass fire takes

cutting edge technology and
abiding beauty – from its solid
cast iron fascia with plating,
to the faithful finishing and
hand craftsmanship.
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INNOVA
The Innova fire is based on
purity of form and quality
of materials. The elegant
glass and silver fascia aptly
suggests that it conceals new
technology. By capturing the
realistic coal effect behind the
black glass it offers a style
statement switched on or off.
Whether you mount it off the
floor or in the hearth, the effect
is the same: a focal point for
your room that is extraordinary.
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The slimline casing

Every Valor Dimension

Dimension fire is

means you can fit a

fire comes with a handy

quick and easy.

Valor Dimension fire

remote control,

Take it out of the box

into surprisingly

making it easy to adjust

a few simple checks,

small spaces.

the heat output from the

plug it in and you’re

Yet, the technology

comfort of your armchair.

ready to go!

means that you see the

It’s designed to be easy

full depth effect you’d

to use and offers the

expect from a real fire.

following features:
• On / off on handset

plug in, switch on

Fitting a Valor

• Fuel effect only (no heat)
• 3 heat settings
• Or, manual control on the fire.
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Product
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Fascia
height
(mm)

Fascia
width
(mm)

Fascia
depth
(mm)

Max
heat

Thermostatic
control

Remote control

Running costs effect
only

Running cost on max

Yes

55W x cost per
kWh electricity/
1000 = running cost in
pence/hr

2kW x cost per kWh
electricity= running
cost in pence/hr

Classica
Brass

615

512

51

2kW

Low, medium
and high.

Classica
Pewter

615

512

51

2kW

Low, medium
and high.

Yes

As above

As above

Innova

632

542

38

2kW

Low, medium
and high.

Yes

As above

As above

